
WCIA Transfer Schema
Definition
A product of the Technical Committee

Description
This document represents the collaborative product of the WCIA technical committee members and
defines the initial version of the transfer and lab result schema.

This document is organized into sections of:
● Transfer (Manifest) Schema
● Lab Result Schema
● And Method of Transfer

The Transfer Schema
The transfer of inventory/manifest data will be accomplished by way of a JSON object representing the
minimum required keys and values agreed as necessary for a basic transfer of data between integrated
participants. This object contains values required to maintain compliance with the WAC, utilizes familiar
LEAF-like language, and eliminates vestigial keys from the LEAF models.

REFERENCE Appendix A

The Lab Result Schema
The laboratory result data is also accomplished by way of a JSON object. It represents the metrics of
testing organized by test/assay objects containing arrays of associated analytes, all related to the
transferred inventory lot number provided by the originating integrator. The basic object may contain, at
minimum, the current WAC compliance requirements, and is open to extension. See The Type
Definitions for the initial assay list, and units of measurement.

REFERENCE Appendix B

The Identifiers (ID Structures)
While the CCRS (WA State) allows up to 100 characters, the Technical Committee formally
recommends an Alpha-Numeric ID not to exceed forty-eight (48) characters in length. Additionally, the
committee makes a preference for an ID structure less than or equal to twenty-four (24) characters in



length. These constraints allow for the common UUIDs, ULIDs, and pure numerics, and fits within the
GS1 General Specification that defines GS1-128 barcodes.

The Type Definitions

Assay/Test Types:
● Cannabinoids
● Microbials
● Water Activity
● Mycotoxins
● Terpenes
● Residual Solvents
● Pesticides
● Loss On Drying
● Foreign Matter
● Heavy Metals

Unit of Measure (UOM) Types:
Measurements are by Weight.

● pct    (Percent)
● mgg  (Milligram per Gram)
● mgs  (Milligram per Serving)
● ppm  (Parts Per MIllion)
● ppb   (Parts Per Billion)
● cfu    (Colony Forming Units)
● aw    (Water Activity)

The Method of Data Exchange
The committee considered several methods of exchange including emailing links, emailing data-files,
and sharing via QR. Formally, this committee recommends adopting an exchange of emails containing
either links to a hosted JSON object, a file attachment containing the JSON object, or both.

Preferred Email Addresses
It is proposed that the WCIA will keep and maintain a simple spreadsheet containing each participating
party’s preferred email address.

Links
Links are a standard Uniform Resource Locator (URL), pointed to a web resource containing the
transfer or lab result schema objects. The originating party emails the link to the receiving party with
instructions to paste the link into their software, where in said software would fetch the resource for
import.The committee recommends URL links possess the following characteristics:

● Lifetime of links should be estimated arrival time + 90 days at a minimum.
● Response type of links should be in application/json format.
● Links should not require authentication to retrieve.

https://github.com/ulid/spec


Attached Files
While potentially less optimal, if a participant is unable to host a URL, it is possible to attach the
schema as a file to an email.

Conclusion
The committee now presents its work before the steering committee for discussion, and approval.



Appendix A: Transfer Schema, v1.0.0.0
{

“document_name”: “WCIA Transfer Schema”,

“document_schema_version”: “1.0.0.0”,

"from_license_number": "string",

“from_license_name”: “string”

"to_license_number": "string", //this could be a lab

“to_license_name”: “string”,

“to_license_type”: “string”, //optional

"transporter_name": "Jane Doe",

"transporter_license": "lcb-license-number",

"manifest_type": "delivery", // ENUM: “delivery”, “pick-up”, “transporter”

"created_at": "ISO8601 datetime",

"updated_at": "ISO8601 datetime", //optional

"transferred_at": "10/12/2021 10:32am", //ISO8601 optional

"external_id": "410000", //source system id

"transfer_id": "format TBD",

"est_departed_at": "10/12/2021 07:00pm",

"est_arrival_at": "10/12/2021 07:30pm",

"route": "Head north\nTurn left left",

//"vehicle_description": "Metris", //PII

//"vehicle_year": "2019", //PII

//"vehicle_color": "White", //PII

//"vehicle_vin": "WD3PG20000000", //PII

//"vehicle_license_plate": "000000", //PII

"inventory_transfer_items": [

{

"created_at": "ISO datetime?",

"updated_at": "ISO datetime?",

"external_id": "Vendor system ID", //optional

"is_sample": "0",

"sample_type": null,

"product_sample_type": "",

"product_name": "Pink Cookies Flower A - Pink Cookies”,

"qty": "2265.00", //contents of package

“unit_weight”: 1.00,

"product_price": "0.00",

"uom": "", //ENUM: “ml”, “mg”, “g”, “oz”, “lb”, “ea”, “kg”

“unit_weight_uom”: “each”, //same as uom, but for “ea”

"inventory_id": "unique ID", //100 character limit (CCRS)

"is_medical": "0",



"is_for_extraction": "0",

"lab_result_passed": ”pass|fail”, //optional

"lab_result_link": “https://asdfasdf...”,

“lab_result_data”: { //nullable object

"Lab_result_id": "",

"Lab_result_status": "”pass|fail”",

“Lab_result_detail”: ”URI to the lab doc in json format”,

"Coa": "URI to the COA doc pdf/other",

"Potency":[

{"type":"cbda", "value":0.5, “unit":"pct"},

{"type":"cbd", "value":0.5, “unit":"pct"},

{"type":"thca", "value":0.5, “unit":"pct"},

{"type":"thc", "value":0.5, “unit":"pct"},

{"type":"total-thc", "value":0.5, “unit":"pct"},

{"type":"total-cbd", "value":0.5, “unit":"pct"},

{"type":"total-cannabinoids", "value":0.5, “unit":"pct"}

]

},

"inventory_category": "EndProduct", //Ref CCRS

"inventory_type": "Flower Lot", //Ref CCRS

"strain_name": "Pink Cookies",

"product_sku": "string", //optional

}

]

}



Appendix B: Lab Result Schema, v1.0.0.0
{
"document_name": "WCIA Lab Result Schema",

"document_schema_version": "1.0.0.0",

"labresult_id": "01FJYMPFXQ88WKWD57X6T3YSWC", //LAB EXTERNAL ID
"sample": {

"id": "01FJYMPFXQ9NWTWF4B00N0VXEG", //LOT ID FROM ORIGIN EXTERNAL
Id

},
"coa": "URL to the COA doc pdf/other",
"status": "pass",
"metric_list": [

{
"test_id": "026MY6XC10LM49CV7QP0JM9QH8",
"test_type": "Cannabinoids", //See Assay/Test Types
"status": "pass|fail", //Optional
"metrics": [

{
"id": "018NY6XC00LM49CV7QP9KM9QH9",
"name": "THC",
"analyte_type": "Cannabinoids",
"qom": "1.2345",
"uom": "pct",
"status": "pass|fail" //Optional

},
{

"id": "018NY6XC00LMB0JPRM2SF8F9F2",
"name": "THCA",
"analyte_type": "Cannabinoids",
"qom": "1.2345",
"uom": "pct",
"status": "pass|fail" //Optional

},
{

"id": "018NY6XC00LMK7KHD3HPW0Y90N",
"name": "CBD",
"analyte_type": "Cannabinoids",
"qom": "1.2345",
"uom": "pct",
"status": "pass|fail" //Optional

},
{

"id": "018NY6XC00LMENDHEH2Y32X903",
"name": "CBDA",
"analyte_type": "Cannabinoids",
"qom": "1.2345",
"uom": "pct",
"status": "pass|fail" //Optional

}



]
}

],
"meta": {}

}



Appendix C: Miscellaneous Notes
OpenTHC Lab Result Model: https://lab.openthc.com/pub/lab-result.json
Conflabs Extended Model: https://github.com/conflabs/OpenTHCLabResultModel

https://lab.openthc.com/pub/lab-result.json
https://github.com/conflabs/OpenTHCLabResultModel


Appendix D: Test Links

Transfer Example Link(s):
●

Lab Result Example Link(s):
● Confidence Analytics: https://certs.conflabs.com/wcia/v1/test.json

https://certs.conflabs.com/wcia/v1/test.json

